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To understand the about how interprocess
communication happens in distributed
systems.
What are the different models used for
communication ?
What is RPC and group communication ?
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By end of this lecture, the students would know the following:

What is interprocess communication ?



OSI reference model



Function of each layer in OSI reference model.



Client – Server Model



Understanding about ATM networks



What is RPC – Remote Procedure Call



Understanding about Group Communication
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The single most important difference
between a distributed system and a
uniprocessor system is the interprocess
communication.
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In a uniprocessor system, interprocess
communication assumes the existence of
shared memory.
A typical example is the producerconsumer problem.
One process
writes to - buffer -reads
from another process
The most basic form of synchronization, the
semaphone requires one word (the
semaphore variable) to be shared.
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In a distributed system, there’s no shared
memory, so the entire nature of interprocess
communication must be completely
rethought from scratch.
All communication in distributed system is
based on message passing.
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Distributed Systems..







E.g. Proc. A wants to communicate with Proc.
B
1.It first builds a message in its own address
space
2.It executes a system call
3.The OS fetches the message and sends it
through network to B.
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A and B have to agree on the meaning of
the bits being sent. For example,
How many volts should be used to signal a 0-bit? 1-bit?
How does the receiver know which is the last bit of the
message?
How can it detect if a message has been damaged or lost?
What should it do if it finds out?
How long are numbers, strings, and other data items? And
how are they represented?
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Machine 2

Machine 1

Process B

Process A
Application
Presentation
Interface
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Presentation protocol
Session protocol

Application
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Transport

Transport protocol

Transport

Network

Network protocol

Network

Data link
Physical



Application protocol

Data link protocol
Physical protocol

Data link
Physical
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This layer transmits the 0s and 1s. For
example:



How many volts to use for 0 and 1
How many bits per second can be sent
Whether transmission can take place in both directions
simultaneously
The size and shape of the network connector



The number of pins and meaning of each one







It is physical layer’s job to make sure:
0---receive 0 not 1.

send
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This layer is to detect and correct errors in
the physical layer. It groups the bits into
frames, and see that each frame is correctly
received.
The data link layer does its work by putting a special bit
pattern on the start and end of each frame, to mark them, as
well as computing a checksum by adding up all the bytes in
the frame in a certain way.
The receiver recomputes the checksum from the data and
compares the result to the checksum following the frame. If
they agree, ok. If not, resend.
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Two basic strategies have been developed
to deal with errors in the transmission.
Error-detecting strategy: include only
enough redundancy to allow the receiver to
deduce that an error occurred, but not
which error.
Error-correcting strategy: include enough
redundant information along with each
block of data sent, to enable the receiver to
deduce what the transmitted data must
have been.
Notes by Pritee Parwekar,ANITS
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A frame consists of m data bits and r
redundant bits. Let the total length be n
(n=m+r). An n-bit unit containing data and
check bits is often referred to as an n-bit
codeword.
Given any two codewords, say 100 and 101,
it is easy to determine how many
corresponding bits differ. Just use exclusive
or.
The number of bit positions in which two
codewords differ is called the Hamming
distance.
Notes by Pritee Parwekar,ANITS



Given the algorithm for computing the check
bits, it is possible to construct a complete list
of the legal codewords, and from this list find
the two codewords whose Hamming distance
is minimum. This distance is the Hamming
distance of the complete code.
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To detect d errors, you need a distance d+1
code because with such a code there is no
way that d single-bit errors can change a
valid codeword into another valid
codeword.
To correct d errors, you need a distance
2d+1 code because that way the legal
codewords are so far apart that even with d
changes, the original codeword is still
closer than any other codeword, so it can
be uniquely determined.
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An example is to append a single parity bit
to the data. A code with a single parity bit
has a distance 2, so it can detect single
errors.
Another example is an error-correcting
code of four valid codewords: 0000000000,
0000011111, 1111100000, and
1111111111. This code has a distance 5. It
can correct double errors. If the codeword
0000000111 arrives, the receiver knows
that the original must have been
0000011111.
Notes by Pritee Parwekar,ANITS
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If we want to design a code with m message
bits and r check bits that will allow all single
errors to be corrected, the requirement is:
(m+r+1)<=2r.
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Hamming code can correct single errors.
1001000
Hamming code: 00110010000
1100001
Hamming code: 10111001001
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Frame: 1101011011
Generator: 10011, agreed by the send and
the revceiver.
Message after 4 (the degree of the
generator) zero bits are appended:
11010110110000
11010110110000 divide 10011 using
modulo 2 division. The remainder is 1110.
Append 1110 to the frame and send it.
When the receiver gets the message, divide
it by the generator, if there is a remainder,
there has been an error.
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The primary task of this layer is routing, that
is, how to choose the best path to send the
message to the destination.

The shortest route is not always the best route.
What really matters is the amount of delay on a
given route. Delay can change over the course of
time.
Two network-layer protocols:
1)
X.25 (telephone network) connectionoriented
2)
IP (Internet protocol) connectionless
Notes by Pritee Parwekar,ANITS
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This layer is to deliver a message to the
transport layer with the expectation that it
will be delivered without loss.

Upon receiving a message from the session layer

The transport layer breaks it into pieces
small enough for each to fit in a single packet

Assign each one a sequence number

Send them all
E.g. TCP, UDP

Notes by Pritee Parwekar,ANITS

 This

layer is essentially an
enhanced version of the transport
layer.



Provides dialog control, to keep track of
which party is currently talking

 Few

applications are interested in
this and it is rarely supported.
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This layer is concerned with the meaning of
bits.
E.g. people’s names, addresses, amounts of
money, and so on.
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This layer is a collection of miscellaneous
protocols for common activities such as
electronic mail, file transfer, and connecting
remote terminals to computers over a
network.
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Request

Client

Reply

Kernel

Server
Kernel

Network
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6
5

Request/Reply

4
3
2

Data link

1

Physical
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Simplicity: The client sends a request and
gets an answer. No connection has to be
established.
Efficiency: just 3 layers. Getting packets
from client to server and back is handled by
1 and 2 by hardware: an Ethernet or Token
ring. No routing is needed and no
connections are established, so layers 3 and
4 are not needed. Layer 5 defines the set of
legal requests and replies to these requests.
two system calls: send (dest, &mptr),
receive (addr, &mptr)
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header.h
/* definitions needed by clients and servers.*/
#define MAX_PATH 255 /* maximum length of a file name */
#define BUF_SIZE 1024 /* how much data to transfer at once */
#define FILE_SERVER 243 /* file server’s network address */
/* definitions of the allowed operations. */
#define CREATE 1 /* create a new file */
#define READ 2
/* read a piece of a file and return it */
#define WRITE 3 /* write a piece of a file */
#define DELETE 4 /* delete an existing file */

Notes by Pritee Parwekar,ANITS
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/* Error codes. */
#define OK 0 /* operation performed correctly */
#define E_BAD_OPCODE –1 /* unknown operation requested */
#define E_BAD_PARAM –2 /* error in a parameter */
#define E_IO -3 /* disk error or other I/O error */
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Machine # + Process #: 243.4 199.0

Disadvantage: it is not transparent to the user.
If the server is changed from 243 to 170, the
program has to be changed.

Notes by Pritee Parwekar,ANITS
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Assign each process a unique address that
does not contain an embedded machine
number.

One way to achieve this is to have a centralized
process address allocator that simply maintains a
counter. Upon receiving a request for an address, it
simply returns the current value of the counter and
increment it by one.

Disadvantage: centralize does not scale to
large systems.

Notes by Pritee Parwekar,ANITS

Let each process pick its own id from a large,
sparse address space, such as the space of 64bit binary integers.
Problem: how does the sending kernel know
what machine to send the message to?

Notes by Pritee Parwekar,ANITS
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Solution:

a.The sender can broadcast a special “locate
packet” containing the address of the destination
process.
b. All the kernel check to see if the address is
theirs.
c. If so, send back “here I am” message giving
their network address (machine number).

Disadvantage: broadcasting puts extra load on
the system.

Notes by Pritee Parwekar,ANITS

provide an extra machine to map high-level
(ASCII) service names to machine addresses.
Servers can be referred to by ASCII strings in
the program.
Disadvantage: centralized component: the
name server

Notes by Pritee Parwekar,ANITS
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Use special hardware. Let process pick random
address. Instead of locating them by
broadcasting, locate them by hardware.

Notes by Pritee Parwekar,ANITS

Client blocked

Client running

Client running
Return from kernel,
process released

Trap to
kernel,
Process blocked

Message being sent

Blocking send primitive
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Client
blocked

Client running
Trap

Client running
Return

Message
copied to
kernel
buffer

Message being sent
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Advantage: can continue execution without
waiting.
Disadvantage: the sender cannot modify the
message buffer until the message has been
sent and it does not know when the transfer
can complete. It can hardly avoid touching
the buffer forever.

Notes by Pritee Parwekar,ANITS
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1.To have the kernel copy the message to an
internal kernel buffer and then allow process
to continue.
Problem: extra copies reduce the system
performance.
2. Interrupt the sender when the message
has been sent
Problem: user-level interrupts make
programming tricky, difficult, and subject
to race conditions.
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No buffer allocated. Find if receive() is called
before send( )
Buffers allocated, freed, and managed to
store the incoming message. Usually a
mailbox created.

Notes by Pritee Parwekar,ANITS
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The system has no guarantee about message
being delivered.
The receiving machine sent an
acknowledgement back. Only when this ack is
received, will the sending kernel free the user
(client) process.
Use reply as ack.
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Item

Option 1

Option 2

Option 3

Addressing

Machine number

Sparse process
address

ASCII names
looked up via
server

Blocking

Blocking
primitives

Nonblocking with
copy to kernel

Nonblocking with
interrupt

Buffering

Unbuffered,
discarding
unexpected
messages

Unbuffered,
temporarily keeping
unexpected messages

Mailboxes

Reliability

Unreliable

Request-Ack-Reply
Ack

Request-Reply-Ack
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Long messages can be split into multiple
packets. For example, one message: 1-1, 1-2,
1-3; another message: 2-1, 2-2, 2-3, 2-4.
Ack each individual packet

Advantage: if a packet is lost, only that packet has to be
retransmitted.
Disadvantage: require more packets on the network.


Ack entire message

Advantage: fewer packets
Disadvantage: more complicated recovery when a packet is
lost. (Because retransmit the entire message).

Notes by Pritee Parwekar,ANITS

Code

Packet type From

To

Description

REQ

Request

Client

Server

The client wants service

REP

Reply

Server

Client

Reply from the server to the
client

ACK

Ack

Either

Other

The previous packet arrived

AYA

Are you
alive?

Client

Server

Probe to see if the server has
crashed

IAA

I am alive

Server

Client

The server has not crashed

TA

Try again

Server

Client

The server has no room

AU

Address
unknown

Server

Client

No process is using this
address
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Client
Client

Client

REQ
REP

REQ
ACK
REP
ACK
REQ
ACK
AYA
IAA
REP
ACK

Server
Server

Server
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The idea behind RPC is to make a remote
procedure call look as much as possible like a
local one.
A remote procedure call occurs in the
following steps:

Notes by Pritee Parwekar,ANITS
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The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The



The stub unpacks the result and returns to the client.










client procedure calls the client stub in the normal way.
client stub builds a message and traps to the kernel.
kernel sends the message to the remote kernel.
remote kernel gives the message to the server stub.
server stub unpacks the parameters and calls the server.
server does the work and returns the result to the stub.
server stub packs it in a message and traps to the kernel.
remote kernel sends the message to the client’s kernel.
client’s kernel gives the message to the client stub.

Notes by Pritee Parwekar,ANITS

Client machine
Call

Client stub

Pack parameters

Client
Return

Unpack result

Kernel

Server stub Server machine
Unpack
parameters
Pack result

Call
Server
Return

Kernel

Message transport
over
the network
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little endian: bytes are numbered from right
to left

0

0

0

5

L3

L2

I1

J0

7

6

5

4

big endian: bytes are numbered from left to
right

5
J

0
4

0
I

1
5

0
L

2
6

0
L

3
7
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a standard should be agreed upon for
representing each of the basic data types,
given a parameter list (n parameters) and a
message.
devise a network standard or canonical
form for integers, characters, Booleans,
floating-point numbers, and so on.
Convert to either little endian/big endian.
But inefficient.
use native format and indicate in the first
byte of the message which format this is.
Notes by Pritee Parwekar,ANITS
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not to use pointers. Highly undesirable.
copy the array into the message and send it
to the server. When the server finishes, the
array can be copied back to the client.
distinguish input array or output array. If
input, no need to be copied back. If output,
no need to be sent over to the server.
still cannot handle the most general case of
a pointer to an arbitrary data structure such
as a complex graph.
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hardwire the server network address into the
client.
Disadvantage: inflexible.
use dynamic binding to match up clients and
servers.

Notes by Pritee Parwekar,ANITS
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When the client calls one of the remote procedure “read”
for the first time, the client stub sees that is not yet
bound to a server.
The client stub sends message to the binder asking to
import version 3.1 of the file-server interface.
The binder checks to see if one or more servers have
already exported an interface with this name and
version number.
If no server is willing to support this interface, the
“read” call fails; else if a suitable server exists, the
binder gives its handle and unique identifier to the
client stub.
The client stub uses the handle as the address to send
the request message to.
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It can handle multiple servers that support
the same interface
The binder can spread the clients randomly
over the servers to even the load
It can also poll the servers periodically,
automatically deregistering any server that
fails to respond, to achieve a degree of fault
tolerance
It can also assist in authentication. Because
a server could specify it only wished to be
used by a specific list of users
Notes by Pritee Parwekar,ANITS
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the extra overhead of exporting and
importing interfaces cost time.
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The server can crash before the execution
or after the execution
The client cannot distinguish these two.
The client can:
Wait until the server reboots and try the
operation again (at least once semantics).
Gives up immediately and reports back
failure (at most once semantics).

Notes by Pritee Parwekar,ANITS
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If a client sends a request to a server and
crashes before the server replies, then a
computation is active and no parent is
waiting for the result. Such an unwanted
computation is called an orphan.
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They waste CPU cycles
They can lock files or tie up valuable
resources
If the client reboots and does the RPC again,
but the reply from the orphan comes back
immediately afterward, confusion can result

Notes by Pritee Parwekar,ANITS
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the choice of the RPC protocol: connectionoriented or connectionless protocol?
general-purpose protocol or specifically
designed protocol for RPC?
packet and message length
Acknowledgements

Notes by Pritee Parwekar,ANITS

Flow control
overrun error: with some designs, a chip
cannot accept two back-to-back packets
because after receiving the first one, the chip
is temporarily disabled during the packetarrived interrupt, so it misses the start of the
second one.


Notes by Pritee Parwekar,ANITS
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If the problem is caused by the chip being
disabled temporarily while it is processing
an interrupt, a smart sender can insert a
delay between packets to give the receiver
just enough time.
If the problem is caused by the finite buffer
capacity of the network chip, say n packets,
the sender can send n packets, followed by
a substantial gap.

Notes by Pritee Parwekar,ANITS

Current time

Current time

14200

14200

14205
Process 3
14212
Process 2
14216
Process 0

Process table
0
1
2
3

14216
0
14212
14205
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RPC can have one-to-one communication
(unicast) one-to-many communication
(multicast) and one-to-all communication
(broadcast).
Multicasting can be implemented using
broadcast. Each machine receives a message.
If the message is not for this machine, then
discard.
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Closed groups: only the member of the
group can send messages to the group.
Outsiders cannot.
Open groups: any process in the system can
send messages to the group.
Peer group: all the group members are
equal.

Advantage: symmetric and has no single point of failure.
Disadvantage: decision making is difficult. A vote has to be taken.



Hierarchical group: coordinator

Advantage and disadvantage: opposite to the above

Notes by Pritee Parwekar,ANITS
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Centralized way: group server maintains a
complete data base of all the groups and
their exact membership.

Advantage: straightforward, efficient, and easy to implement.
Disadvantage: single point of failure.



Distributed way: an outsider sends to
message to all group members to join and
sends a goodbye message to everyone to
leave.
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A process just sends a message to a group
address and it is delivered to all the
members. The sender is not aware of the
size of the group or whether
communication is implemented by
multicasting, broadcasting, or unicasting.
Require the sender to provide an explicit
list of all destinations (e.g., IP addresses).
Each message contains a predicate (Boolean
expression) to be evaluated. If it is true,
accept; If false, discard.
Notes by Pritee Parwekar,ANITS
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If we wish to merge RPC and group
communication, to send a message, one of
the parameters of send indicates the
destination. If it is a process address, a single
message is sent to that one process. If it is a
group address, a message is sent to all
members of the group.
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How to guarantee atomic broadcast and
fault tolerance?

The sender starts out by sending a message to all members
of the group. Timers are set and retransmissions sent where
necessary. When a process receives a message, if it has not
yet seen this particular message, it, too, sends the message
to all members of the group (again with times and
retransmissions if necessary). If it has already seen the
message, this step is not necessary and the message is
discarded. No matter how many machines crash or how many
packets are lost, eventually all the surviving processes will get
the message.

Notes by Pritee Parwekar,ANITS
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Use global time ordering, consistent time
ordering.

Notes by Pritee Parwekar,ANITS



Overlapping groups can lead to a new kind
of inconsistency.
Group 2

Group 1

A

1
4

B
C

2
3

D
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Many algorithms work fine as long as all the
groups only have a few members, but what
happens when there are tens, hundreds, or
even thousands of members per group? If the
algorithm still works properly, the property is
called scalability.
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When the telephone companies decided to build
networks for the 21st century, they faced a
dilemma:
Voice traffic is smooth, needing a low, but constant
bandwidth.
Data traffic is bursty, needing no bandwidth (when
there is no traffic), but sometimes needing a great
deal for very short periods of time.
Neither traditional circuit switching (used in the
Public Switched Telephone Network) nor packet
switching (used in the Internet) was suitable for
both kinds of traffic.

Notes by Pritee Parwekar,ANITS
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After much study, a hybrid form using fixedsize blocks over virtual circuits was chosen as
a compromise that gave reasonably good
performance for both types of traffic. The
scheme, is called ATM.
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The idea of ATM is that a sender first establish
a connection (i.e., a virtual circuit) to the
receiver. During connection establishment, a
route is determined from the sender to the
receiver and routing information is stored in
the switches along the way. Using this
connection, packets can be sent, but they are
chopped up into small, fixed-sized units call
cells. The cells for a given virtual circuit all
follow the path stored in the switches. When
the connection is no longer needed, it is
released and the routing information purged
from the switches.

Notes by Pritee Parwekar,ANITS
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Router
Sender

Receiver
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Advantages: now a single network can be
used to transport an arbitrary mix of voice,
data, broadcast television, videotapes, radio,
and other information efficiently, replacing
what were previously separate networks
(telephone, X.25, cable TV, etc.)
Video conferencing can use ATM.

Notes by Pritee Parwekar,ANITS
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Upper layers
Adaptation layer
ATM layer
Physical layer
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The ATM physical layer has the same
functionality as layer 1 in the OSI model.
The ATM layer deals with cells and cell
transport, including routing.
The adaptation layer handles breaking
packets into cells and reassembling them at
the other end.
The upper layer makes it possible to have
ATM offer different kinds of services to
different applications.

Notes by Pritee Parwekar,ANITS
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Bytes

5
Header

48
User data
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Understand the Distributed Systems and the
challenges involved in Design of the Distributed
Systems.
Understand how communication is created and
synchronized in Distributed systems
Design and Implement Distributed applications
using Technologies like RPC, threads.
Learn how to store data in Distributed File
System.
Understand How Distributed Shared Memory is
managed.
Notes by Pritee Parwekar,ANITS
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Introduction to Distributed Systems, What is a Distributed System?, Hard ware
concepts, Software concepts, Design issues.
Communication in Distributed Systems, Lay red Protocols, ATM networks, The
Client – sever model, Remote Procedure call, Group communication.
Synchronization in Distributed System, Clock Synchronization, Mutual Exclusion,
Election algorithms, Atomic transactions, Deadlocks in Distributed Systems.
Process and processors in Distributed System threads, System Models, Processors
allocation, Scheduling in Distributed System, Fault tolerance, Real time Distributed
System.
Distributed File Systems, Distributed File System Design, Distributed File System
implementation, Trends in Distributed File System.
Distributed Shared Memory, Introduction, What is Shared memory?, Consistency
models, Page based Distributed Shared memory, Shared – variable Distributed
Shared memory, Object based Distributed Shared Memory.
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TEXT BOOK:
 Distributed Operating Systems, Andrew S.
Tanenbanm
REFERENCE BOOK:
Advanced Concepts in Operating Systems,

Makes Singhal and Niranjan G.Shivaratna.
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To understand the function of Operating
Systems (OS) and what are the types of
operating systems.
To make the students learn about the
concept of Distributed Operating Systems
(DOS).
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By end of this lecture, the students would know the following:

What are operating systems?



What are the functions of operating systems?



Types and operating systems



Functions of operating systems



Introduction to distributed operating systems



Difference between distributed and network operating systems



Examples of operating systems
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